Abstract. With the advent of high-speed computing, there is a rekindled interest in the problem of determining when a given whole number N > 1 is prime or composite. While complex algorithms have been developed to settle this for 200-digit numbers in a matter of minutes with a supercomputer, there is a need for simpler, more practical algorithms for dealing with numbers of a more modest size. Such practical tests for primality have recently been given (running in deterministic linear time) in terms of pseudoprimes for certain second-or thirdorder linear recurrence sequences. Here, a powerful general theory is described to characterize pseudoprimes for higher-order recurrence sequences. This characterization leads to a broadening and strengthening of practical primality tests based on such pseudoprimes.
Introduction
Efficient, practical tests for primality have recently been given in terms of pseudoprimes for certain second-or third-order linear recurrences [1, 5, 11] . The utility of these tests rely on the quickness of the algorithm (deterministic linear time) and the scarceness of pseudoprimes in the test range. In a recent paper [9] I refined and strengthened those pseudoprimes that involved Lucas sequences. Here I wish to extend these results to higher-order sequences. The methods developed will enable one to devise much stronger tests (fewer pseudoprimes) of comparable efficiency.
To begin, I review some of the types of pseudoprimes that have appeared in the literature and mention what is known concerning their distribution. The first pseudoprimes studied [15] were based on Fermat's criterion. Let c be an integer greater than 1. An (ordinary) pseudoprime to base c (or pspc) is a composite number /V, (c, N) = 1, for which c ~ = X (mod N). A strong pseudoprime to base c is an odd composite number N, (c, N) = X, for which either (i) c = -1 (mod N) or (ii) c ' = -1 (mod N) for some r with 0 < r < s, where N -X = d ■ 2s, d odd.
Such kinds of pseudoprimes where shown to be rare, but not too scarce. Pomerance [13] has shown for ordinary or strong pseudoprimes, base c, that the number of pseudoprimes not exceeding x is bounded above by (1) xexp{-logxlogloglogA:/21oglogx}
for all sufficiently large x. For the best lower bounds, see Pomerance's work [14] .
Baillie and Wagstaff [5] introduced analogs for ordinary pseudoprimes based on Lucas sequences and obtained similar results concerning their distributions. In [9] , I strengthened their characterization of pseudoprimes for those Lucas sequences which arise from resolvents of certain irreducible polynomials having dihedral Galois group of order 6, 8, or 12. That treatment defined pseudoprimes using sequence signatures and was motivated in part to fully exploit the periodic and recursive properties of the sequences. I indicated there that the techniques employed had a broader application to higher-order linear recurrence sequences than that of strengthening Kurtz, Shanks, and Williams' characterization [11] of pseudoprimes for certain third-order recurrences. It is this far-reaching generalization that I wish to develop here.
I shall begin by outlining some preliminary results on matrix subrings in §2 which will be critical later on. In §3,1 will give suitable higher-order analogs for the classical Lucas sequences. Recall that if ß and ß are conjugate irrational roots of p(x) = x + axx + a0, where aQ , ax are integers with ax ^ 0, then the Lucas sequences U and V corresponding to p(x) are given by ß"-T Their higher-order analogs provide the basis for characterizing pseudoprimes for higher-order linear recurrences in §4. In the final section, this characterization of pseudoprimes is further strengthened for sequences which arise from resolvent polynomials. The methods employed rely heavily on the deeper arithmetic properties associated with Lagrange resolvents. For the sake of simplicity, I shall only treat linear recurrences defined over ß. But the theory can be adapted to the more general setting of linear recurrences defined over an arbitrary number field.
Some remarks concerning matrices
In order to characterize pseudoprimes for higher-order sequences, I will need some elementary results from the theory of matrices over commutative rings. Let R denote a commutative ring with unity 1, and Rx the multiplicative group of invertible elements in R . Let Mm(R) be the ring of square my. m matrices with entries from R, and GLm(R) the group of those matrices M with det (M) We remark that in case p(x) is irreducible, say with root ß, and R = Q, then it can be shown that MA(Q) = Q(ß) and that the multiplication Mz = MM is that induced by multiplying There is, of course, a standard technique to do this, requiring at most 2 log2 N matrix multiplications, which relies on the binary representation of N.
HlGHER-ORDER ANALOGS FOR LUCAS SEQUENCES
The Lucas sequences (2), (3) introduced in §1 satisfy fundamental identities found by Lucas. To name two of them, (7) and (8) 2^-nn+AtW 2Un+k = UnVk + UkVn for n , k > 0, where A = a, -4a0 is the discriminant of x2 + axx + a0 , a, # 0 [12] . The sequence U is a divisibility sequence; that is, U0 = 0, Ux = X, and if N\UW then N\Uko) for all k > X . In particular, if N is a positive integer prime to a0, there is a least positive integer to for which N\Um . (This value to = co(N) is called the rank of apparition of N in the Lucas sequence U.) When N is prime and N \ 2a0A, it is known that (9) and that (10) 
The periodicity properties of the sequences U and V are well documented [12, 18] . For a positive integer N with (N, 2a0A) = X, both sequences have a common period n = n(N), modulo N and to(N)\n(N). In addition, the set of values B = BN = {Uk(ü+X\0 < k < n/to} forms a multiplicative group (mod N), known as the group of multipliers of U for the modulus N. In fact, BN is cyclic generated by the term Ua)+X (mod N).
My purpose here is to introduce higher-order analogs of the Lucas sequences U and V, which will make particularly convenient choices later in characterizing pseudoprimes for higher-order linear recurrences. The sequences introduced possess properties similar to those just mentioned for Lucas sequences. 
Wn+m+am-XWn+m-l + +«,*;+1+v*;=o (n > 0).
I note that U is a generalized "divisibility" sequence in the sense that U0 = £/, = ••• = Um_2 = 0, Um_x = X, and if /V divides m -X consecutive terms Um > V»+\ « •• • ' C/cU+m-2 ' then N divides Uku ,Uk(0+x,..., Ukm+m_2 for k > 1. This divisibility property and other similarities with the Lucas sequence (2) were noted by H. Duparc [8] . I shall give a separate, self-contained treatment of some of these similarities here. The divisibility property is an immediate consequence of the following result. Proof. I shall first establish that (15) Um+r = Uw+m_x ■ Ur (mod GCD(i/w, C/^ , ... , Ua+m_2)) for all r>0. Since both (Ur) and (C/^^) satisfy (14), it suffices to verify that (15) holds for any m consecutive values of r, say 0 < r < m -X. But this is immediate, since U0 = Ux = ■ ■ ■ = Um_2 = 0, Um_x = X. Now (i) follows easily from (15) using induction on k, as does (iii). To establish (ii), note that for r, s > 0 "rw+m-X = "w+m-l and "soe+m-l = "co+m-i mod(GCD(Um, C7W+1, ... , Uw+m_2)) by (iii). Thus,
mod(GCD(í7tó, Ua+l, ... , Ua+m_2)) fork = r + s with r, s > 0. If either r or 5 is zero, the result (ii) holds trivially. This completes the proof of the proposition, a
The question naturally arises as to whether or not there is a rank of apparition of /V in the sequence U. To settle this, one has Proposition 4. Suppose N is an odd positive integer prime to a0, and that N divides Uk, Uk+X, ... , Uk+m_2 and U,,U¡+{,..., U¡+m_2 for some l,k>0. Then N divides \J} ,Uj+x,..., Uj+m_2, where j = GCD(/, jfc).
Proof. It suffices to show that jV divides U¡_k, U¡_k+X , ... , U¡_k+m_2, assuming / > k. I assert that if (N, aQ) = X, then Uk+m_x is prime to N. Suppose otherwise, say GCD(A, Uk+m_x) = d > X. Since (d, aQ) = X, we get d\Uk_x from (14). Repeating this argument shows that U is the zero sequence (mod d). This contradicts the fact that Um_x = 1, so the assertion that (Uk+m_x,N) = X is valid.
I now show that N divides U¡_k, Ul_k+X, ... , U¡_k+m_2. Observe that since (Uk+m_i,N) = X, (16) U¡+r^Uk+r.^±m=± (mod TV) for 0 < r < m -X. The congruence (16) actually holds for all r > -k, since both (Ul+r) and (Uk+r) satisfy the recursion (14), and (TV, a0) = X. In particular, we get U,_k , U,_k+X, ... , U¡_k+m_2 = 0 (mod N). D
From Proposition 4 it follows that for any /V with (TV, a0) = X, there is a least positive integer to = to(N) for which TV divides Uu, Uw+X, ... , Uoe+m_2. (I shall refer to to(N) as the rank of apparition of TV in the sequence U.) Let t = t(N) be the order of U(i)+m_x (mod TV). (Note from the argument in the proof of Proposition 4 above that (TV, Uw+m_x) = X.) It follows from (iii) of Proposition 3 that the set B = BN = {Ukw+m_x (mod N)\ 0 < k < t} is a cyclic multiplicative group modulo TV. Following the classical terminology, we refer to BN as the group of multipliers of U for the modulus TV. The period of U modulo TV, denoted it = n(N), is the product to(N) x r(TV). When p(x) is irreducible, it easily follows from properties of finite fields that for a prime P + A, (17) and (18) Let us now turn to the companion sequence V in (12) , demonstrating certain identities relating V with U, including one which is the analog of (7). 
where
(X <k <m), it follows from (11) that the right-hand side of (20) is Un UkA. Now observe that (21) is just (20) with k = m -X, where the right-hand determinant has been expanded by minors using the top row. It remains to verify (22), but since U and V satisfy the same recursion (14), it is enough to check the identity for 0 < « < m -X. Replacing k by m-k + l in the right-hand side of (22) and then re-indexing yields an equivalent expression
From Newton's identities [7] , each term (m -k)a k may be replaced by the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 
m-k+j n+m-kupon changing the order of summation. I claim that the inner sum, for 0 < n < m -1, is just the delta function ôJn (ôjn = 0 for j ^ n and 1 when j = n), so that (23) evaluates to Vn for 0 < n < m -X, thereby proving (22).
To verify the assertion, I consider the cases j > n and j < n separately.
Case (i):j > n . Here, direct evaluation yields J2 j>n or amUm_x = X if j = n .
Case (ii):;' < n. Here, one can enlarge the sum £*=/ am-k+jUn+m-k-i
Ek=r' am-k+jun+m-k-i > since a!1 additional terms am_k+jUn+m_k_x (Note that m < k < m+j-X implies 0 < n-j < n + m-k-X < n-X < m-l here.) But since U satisfies (14), the padded sum, as well as the original, are both zero. G Remark. Identity (20) generalizes the Lucas identity (7), but there seems to be no analog of (8) for higher-order sequences. The question naturally arises as to when V , or for that matter, any integervalued sequence W satisfying (14) has the same period as U modulo TV. This situation is governed by the following theorem. Proof. For any fixed k > 0, to demonstrate (24), it is enough to verify that it holds for 0 < r < m -X, since (Wkw+r) and (Wr) both satisfy (14). Observe that this is automatically true when W = U from the definition of co(N). 
ß"l=o(ßi) (modp) (X<i<m).
The congruence (27) actually holds in k , the subfield of L fixed by the centralizer Zr(o) of a in G, since the values V" , are seen to lie in k .
There is an equivalent way to express (27) in terms of certain matrices Ca in MA(ka) (a gG) . 
for any L-ideal ñ with ñ(~)ka = n. In particular, the congruences (37) hold modulo any such L-ideal ñ. D Theorem 2 has several interesting consequences which will be developed in the remainder of this section. Among the more obvious ones is the following. Corollary 1. Any psp" TV is a psp" .
Proof. Suppose A is a pspK of type C(a). Then from Theorem 2, ßf = (r(ßi) (modñ) (X<i<m) for some L-ideal ñ with ñnZ = (TV). Thus, ((-l)ma0f = (-l)ma0 (mod TV). Since TV is odd, a^ = a0 (mod TV). D This is an apt time to remark about the distribution of pseudoprimes with respect to V. Let n(x, V) count the number of pspK's less than or equal to x . In view of Corollary 1 one immediately gets an upper bound for n(x, V) from(l).
for all sufficiently large x, if \a0\ ¿ X.
Virtually nothing else is known about the distribution of the pspK's when m > 2. It is not even known whether there is such a sequence V for which n(x, V) -> oo as x -► oo. (I exclude here certain degenerate sequences which arise when ß is a multiple of a root of unity Ç, say ß = tÇ, with t in Z , or even t a real quadratic unit; cf. [16] .) More intriguing is to determine precisely what role the Galois group G plays. One naturally expects pseudoprimes will be rarer when G is larger. But for sequences of identical order m , each with Galois group of order m , how does the structure of G influence the distribution of pseudoprimes, if at all? I give some examples next that demonstrate that pseudoprimes for higher-order sequences are indeed very rare. Unfortunately, the search range (up to 2 ' ) is too narrow, and the examples too few, to shed any light concerning the questions just raised. More comprehensive testing is planned, and the findings will be reported at a later date.
I first ought to mention that for a given a G G, there may be composites TV which are pspK's of type C(a) for any sequence V in (12) that is defined in terms of the minimal polynomial p(x) for some integral element ß in L, (a0A(p(x)), N) = X, which generates L. Such composites, when they exist, will be called L-Carmichael numbers. In view of Theorem 2, I formally define L-Carmichael numbers as follows:
A composite N, (N, A(L)) = 1, is said to be an L-Carmichael number of type C(rj) if for all ß G L, (ß, N) = X and ß integral,
for some L-ideal ñ with ñ n Z = (TV).
The smallest example is 561 = 3-11-17, which is easily seen to be a Q(v7-13)-Carmichael number of type C(l).
Since an L-Carmichael number is clearly a ß-Carmichael or ordinary Carmichael number, it follows [6] Here, a and o are conjugate roots of x2 -3x + 8 . The characterization of pseudoprimes for V in terms of the sequence signatures above can be checked using integer arithmetic modulo N, and is equivalent to that given by Adams and Shanks [1] . Kurtz, Shanks, and Williams [11] showed that n(23i, V) = 10 and tt(50 x 109, F) = 55.
Example 2. Consider p(x) =x6 + x5 + 3x4+ 1 lx3 + 44x2 + 36x + 32, which has a root ßx = C31+ C31 +C31 +C3i +Í31 ■ Here, L = Q(ßx) is the unique cyclic field of degree six and conductor 3il, so G = Z6 is generated by the automorphism a which is induced by the mapping £31 -> £31 . The admissible signatures for the corresponding sequence V for the fixed choice r = -2, - as in (13) . Let /c' be the field generated by ßx(X), and T the subgroup of Q. which fixes /c'. The next series of results leads to a characterization of the subgroup T and to criteria for determining when ßT(u) = ß (p). Choosing 4> = p gives (65) y/**" Ann/ = x~ pyip~ rAnn/ for all y/ G H.
In particular, x~xp(Annx)p~Xr = Ann/, so x~xp G Ar(Ann/). Now write x~ pap" x = a x for some 0 < / < s and x G Ann/.
Then from (65), aßv Ann/ = x~ pap~ x Ann/ = a Ann/ , so / = //i/* (mod s). By Proposition 9 one now has ßx-\ (pv*) = ßx(l), so /?"(/*) = ßT(v). G Returning to the situation at hand, first observe that the subgroup T of Q fixing ßx(l) has the form I wish to give a stronger characterization of pseudoprimes with respect to resolvent sequences, such as V in (68), than was developed in the previous section. To this end, I first establish some properties V satisfies for prime moduli. where n = nr is that element of the Galois group G of the polynomial (58) given by mapping each ß (v) to ßT(vr).
I am ready to give the matrix equivalent of (72). Since where p = st + r with 1 < r < s, (r, s) = X, it follows from Proposition 2 that (72) is equivalent to the congruence (81) A' = C¥,r (modp).
The congruence (72), or its equivalent (81), is the basis upon which to characterize stronger pseudoprimes associated with the resolvent sequence V than were given in §3. For this purpose, I shall henceforth assume that k/Q is Abelian, say of conductor F. Then k is a classfield corresponding to some group sé of norm residues defined modulo F . From classfield theory, if ¿% is the full group of reduced residues modulo F , then the residue degree / of the prime p is just the order of p in 3Î /sé . I have required that k/Q be Abelian here to facilitate determining the residue degree of p in k. This can be done also for non-Abelian k/Q, but at the expense of introducing certain auxiliary linear sequences that are helpful in deciding the Artin class of p in k/Q (chiefly, on account of (27)).
The sequence (Vvrù, VvrX, ... , V¥f m_x) in (70) will be referred to as an admissible signature for V of type ( y/, r). Suppose A is a composite prime to 2a0AA(L) and to s. Let / be the order of A in 31 ¡sé , and suppose (82) Nf = st + r, l<r<s, (r, s) = 1.
Call A an 5-pseudoprime with respect to V, denoted s-psp^ , if the terms Vt, Vl+X, ... , V(+m_x match an admissible sequence signature for V (mod n) in k for some /c-ideal n with n n Z = (N) ; that is, if (83) K+l = Vy,r,l (modn) (0</<W-l) in k for some yi G H. An 5-pspK N satisfying (83) is said to be of type (V,r). Actually, one may define admissible sequence signatures (V r ¡) using any m fixed consecutive values on / here (and in (70)), not just 0, X, ... , m-I, and then take the corresponding terms (Vl+l) to define 5-pseudoprimes in the same fashion. In the same way, one may let r run through any fixed complete set of reduced residues ( mod s) with the appropriate modifications in the definitions. I shall take this liberty later in some examples. In addition, I will illustrate how to relax the requirement that k/Q be Abelian, using an auxiliary sequence rather than a congruence condition to decide an appropriate "/" for A in expression (82). for all sufficiently large x . Actually, Pomerance's argument in the proof of Theorem 2 in [13] extends to give the same upper bound for the number of composites A less than or equal to x which satisfy (89) for a given base c > X and fixed f > X . Thus, more generally, one finds that for an appropriate ordering of the roots of x -x -1 with ßx = ß . Using 0 = ß ' ¡2 to define the Lagrange resolvents (48), one finds that to , = p(ßx ) for any p in F. Since k/Q is non-Abelian, it will be necessary here to determine an appropriate choice for / in (82) for composite A in order to define 2-pspF's. A very convenient strategy is to first test whether or not A is a pspK . Given a composite A with (A, 2<z0A • A(L)) = 1, let us say A is a 2-pspK of type (yy, X) if (i) A is a pspF , say of type C(y) for some y in G(k/Q), and (ii) KNf+2i-\)/2 -vv i / (mod n) (/ = -1, 0, 1) for some k-ideal n with nnZ = (A) and y/ in H, where f = ordG,k,Q)y.
It was mentioned in Example 1 that all 55 pspK's below 50 x 109 are of type C(l). Of these, 42 also satisfy condition (ii) and are thus 2-pspF's. The exceptions are those numbered 7, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 33, 37, 38, 39, 49, 52, and 55 on Kurtz, Shanks and Williams' list [11] .
An obvious question to consider here is just how scarce are 5-pspK's compared with psp/s for the same resolvent sequence V . In Example 5 above I found that up to 231 there were roughly 13 times as many psp^'s as 5-pspF's. Whereas in Example 6 most of the psp/s are 2-pspF's. This scant evidence, combined with observations I made while investigating 3-psp^'s [9] , seems to suggest that while 5-pspK's are rarer than pspK's for the same resolvent sequence, the relative improvement is modest. If one wishes to have far fewer pseudoprimes in a given range, it appears to be much more advantageous to replace the sequence V by another one associated with a polynomial having larger Galois group. The characterization of these higher-order pseudoprimes using the sequence U or V is essentially the same. More generally, I note I omit the proof of Theorem 5, since the argument is essentially the one used in the proof of Theorem 3, except now one uses (84) instead of (36).
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